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Invisible Storm
Turin Brakes

Another great song from Turin Brakes. Couldn t seem to find this one tabbed out
anywhere
so here is my first ever submission. Comments/corrections welcome, please be
kind!. Thanks ***
Capo 6th Fret

[Verse 1]
Am
Hiding from the morning light
Em
Riding on that Northern Line
          G                                D
Catch yourself in the grass, by half past
          C
ain t it funny how you spend your time
    Am
The people coming in and out
    Em
The city is a venus trap
         G                                D
You got used to the sound, of underground
    C
You go and you come back

[Pre-Chorus]
C                     D                Em     C
Blind like a mole you make your way up to the light
C                        D                    Em
Catch your breath on the stairs you re living for tonight

[Chorus]
            Am                 Em        G                 C
Making your way through a hurricane, and no-one knows your name
              Am               Em             D
Fighting and invisible storm, invisible storm
             Am                    Em          G                      C
Making your way through a faceless crowd, its funny how things turned out
               Am              Em             D
Fighting an invisible storm, invisible storm

[Verse 2]
Am                                   Em
Catching the glimpse of evening sun, reminds me of the place that you come from
     G                             D  C
The people back home, youve outgrown. Suddenly it seems so wrong
Am                           Em
The monster is in your mind, riding on the Northern line



        G                               D  C
You got used to the sound, of underground. Watching them warning signs

[Pre-Chorus]
C                     D                Em     C
Blind like a mole you make your way up to the light
C                        D                    Em
Catch your breath on the stairs you re living for tonight

[Chorus]
            Am                 Em        G                 C
Making your way through a hurricane, and no-one knows your name
              Am               Em             D
Fighting and invisible storm, invisible storm
             Am                    Em          G                      C
Making your way through a faceless crowd, its funny how things turned out
               Am              Em             D
Fighting an invisible storm, invisible storm

[Pre-Chorus]
C                     D                Em     C
Blind like a mole you make your way up to the light
C                        D                    Em
Catch your breath on the stairs you re living for tonight

[Chorus]
            Am                 Em        G                 C
Making your way through a hurricane, and no-one knows your name
              Am               Em             D
Fighting and invisible storm, invisible storm
             Am                    Em          G                      C
Making your way through a faceless crowd, its funny how things turned out
               Am              Em             D
Fighting an invisible storm, invisible storm


